Fire Protection Engineer Position Available

The Richmond Group USA Manufacturing Search Division is seeking a Fire Safety Engineer to join our client, a growing manufacturer with significant career growth opportunities and industrial challenges across several site operations in the eastern US.

They have a strong manufacturing and distribution presence in the Mid-Atlantic region with plenty of career growth opportunities for aspiring fire safety professionals.

This manufacturer is on the forefront of battling fossil fuels and is trying to usher in the new era of renewable energy.

We’re seeking a self-motivated industry safety professional who is willing to dig in and work hard in order to evaluate a multi-site business and develop safety improvement measures.

Responsibilities:

- Work closely with plant operations to understand current fire safety conditions
- Develop and implement fire protection programs and other best practices to improve plant safety conditions and lessen the impact of fires or potential explosions.
- Conduct Process Hazard Analysis to identify or mitigate risks

Desired Qualifications

- Bachelor’s Degree of Engineering or Safety Sciences
- 5+ years of industrial plant safety or process safety analysis for a major manufacturing plant
- Strong Lean/Continuous Improvement Skills (Certifications a plus)
- Solid experience monitoring plant safety conditions and processes
- Strong Technical Background / Natural Problem Solver
- Excellent Written and Verbal Communication Skills with all levels of operation

Anyone interested in a position such as this is encouraged to reach out to Forrest Fallon, account executive at the Richmond Group USA, via email at forrestf@richgroupusa.com or at his direct line 804-404-2832.